Effect of masker-fringe onset asynchrony on overshoot (L).
The study examines how overshoot is influenced by masker-signal onset asynchrony when the masker contains frequencies above or below the signal frequency. Masked thresholds were measured for a 2-ms tone at 5 kHz. The measurements were made in a reference condition with a narrow center-band (CB) noise masker (4590-5464 Hz), and in conditions with either a low-fringe (1900-4590 Hz) or a high-fringe noise band (5500-11 000 Hz) added to the CB. The signal always came on 2 ms after the onset of the CB. The time interval, between fringe and signal onsets varied from -98 ms (signal onset before fringe onset) to +502 ms (signal onset after fringe onset). Results show that overshoot is largest, 8-11 dB, for a high fringe with onset occurring between 8 ms before the signal onset and 12 ms after it. Thus, pronounced overshoot is observed even when the high fringe is gated on after the signal's offset. Low fringes produce no more than 4 dB of overshoot, much less than high fringes produce. The finding of pronounced overshoot elicited by a high fringe presented shortly after the end of the signal suggests that overshoot is governed, at least in part, by central mechanisms.